
How Far Can It Stretch



Introduction
What makes slime super stretchy?

I have noticed that many recipes for making slime include adding lotion. 

Is this just for making the slime the right consistency, or is there something else going on?

That’s why I thought that increasing amounts of lotion would be so interesting to try out.



My investigation
Does adding more lotion make the slime stretchier?



RESEARCH

What I learned: I learned that I have to add my activator slowly, use white glue, I have to 
take my time, and I also learned that slime is stretchy because the combination of an ac-
tivator and a polymer makes it stretchy.



Research Question 1- What ingredients make 
slime stretchy?

Work Cited:

Name of website: STEAMsational

Date Accessed: September 1, 2022

Address:https://www.steamsational.com/stretchy-slime-recipe/ 

What I learned: I learned that you can mix elmer's clear or white glue, lotion, and 
elmers magic liquid to make stretchy slime.

How is this useful? This is useful because it tells me that these are some 
ingredients for stretchy slime.

https://www.steamsational.com/stretchy-slime-recipe/


Research Question 2- What are the 
steps to make slime stretchy? 
Work Cited:

Name of website: momlovesbest.com

Date Accessed: September 1, 2022

Address:https://momlovesbest.com/how-to-make-slime-stretchy

What I learned: I learned that I have to add my activator slowly, use white
glue, and I have to take my time.
How is this useful? This useful because it can help me do the procedure
correctly.

https://momlovesbest.com/how-to-make-slime-stretchy


Work Cited:

Name of website: Google

Date Accessed- September 1, 2022

Address:https://www.google.com/search?q=why+is+slime+stretchy&rlz=1C5GCEM_enUS1021&ei=ytMQY9eUJti
gkPIPz7GliAg&oq=why+is+slime+stretchy&gs_lcp=Cgdnd3Mtd2l6EAEYADIFCAAQgAQyBggAEB4QFjIGCAAQH
hAWMgYIABAeEBYyBggAEB4QFjIGCAAQHhAWMgYIABAeEBYyBggAEB4QFjIFCAAQhgM6CggAEEcQ1gQQs
AM6BAgAEEM6BQgAEJECOggIABCABBCxAzoLCC4QgAQQsQMQgwE6CwguEIAEEMcBEK8BOggIABCxAxC
DAToFCC4QgAQ6BwgAELEDEEM6BAgAEA1KBAhBGABKBAhGGABQyAdYrYcBYNOVAWgCcAF4AIAB2QGIA
YI1kgEGOC4zOC40mAEAoAEByAEIwAEB&sclient=gws-wiz&safe=active&ssui=on     

 What I learned: Slime is stretchy because the combination of an activator and a 
polymer makes it stretchy.
How is this useful? This is useful because it will help me understand why slime is 
stretchy in the first place.

Research Question 3- Why is slime stretchy?

https://www.google.com/search?q=why+is+slime+stretchy&rlz=1C5GCEM_enUS1021&ei=ytMQY9eUJtigkPIPz7GliAg&oq=why+is+slime+stretchy&gs_lcp=Cgdnd3Mtd2l6EAEYADIFCAAQgAQyBggAEB4QFjIGCAAQHhAWMgYIABAeEBYyBggAEB4QFjIGCAAQHhAWMgYIABAeEBYyBggAEB4QFjIFCAAQhgM6CggAEEcQ1gQQsAM6BAgAEEM6BQgAEJECOggIABCABBCxAzoLCC4QgAQQsQMQgwE6CwguEIAEEMcBEK8BOggIABCxAxCDAToFCC4QgAQ6BwgAELEDEEM6BAgAEA1KBAhBGABKBAhGGABQyAdYrYcBYNOVAWgCcAF4AIAB2QGIAYI1kgEGOC4zOC40mAEAoAEByAEIwAEB&sclient=gws-wiz&safe=active&ssui=on
https://www.google.com/search?q=why+is+slime+stretchy&rlz=1C5GCEM_enUS1021&ei=ytMQY9eUJtigkPIPz7GliAg&oq=why+is+slime+stretchy&gs_lcp=Cgdnd3Mtd2l6EAEYADIFCAAQgAQyBggAEB4QFjIGCAAQHhAWMgYIABAeEBYyBggAEB4QFjIGCAAQHhAWMgYIABAeEBYyBggAEB4QFjIFCAAQhgM6CggAEEcQ1gQQsAM6BAgAEEM6BQgAEJECOggIABCABBCxAzoLCC4QgAQQsQMQgwE6CwguEIAEEMcBEK8BOggIABCxAxCDAToFCC4QgAQ6BwgAELEDEEM6BAgAEA1KBAhBGABKBAhGGABQyAdYrYcBYNOVAWgCcAF4AIAB2QGIAYI1kgEGOC4zOC40mAEAoAEByAEIwAEB&sclient=gws-wiz&safe=active&ssui=on
https://www.google.com/search?q=why+is+slime+stretchy&rlz=1C5GCEM_enUS1021&ei=ytMQY9eUJtigkPIPz7GliAg&oq=why+is+slime+stretchy&gs_lcp=Cgdnd3Mtd2l6EAEYADIFCAAQgAQyBggAEB4QFjIGCAAQHhAWMgYIABAeEBYyBggAEB4QFjIGCAAQHhAWMgYIABAeEBYyBggAEB4QFjIFCAAQhgM6CggAEEcQ1gQQsAM6BAgAEEM6BQgAEJECOggIABCABBCxAzoLCC4QgAQQsQMQgwE6CwguEIAEEMcBEK8BOggIABCxAxCDAToFCC4QgAQ6BwgAELEDEEM6BAgAEA1KBAhBGABKBAhGGABQyAdYrYcBYNOVAWgCcAF4AIAB2QGIAYI1kgEGOC4zOC40mAEAoAEByAEIwAEB&sclient=gws-wiz&safe=active&ssui=on
https://www.google.com/search?q=why+is+slime+stretchy&rlz=1C5GCEM_enUS1021&ei=ytMQY9eUJtigkPIPz7GliAg&oq=why+is+slime+stretchy&gs_lcp=Cgdnd3Mtd2l6EAEYADIFCAAQgAQyBggAEB4QFjIGCAAQHhAWMgYIABAeEBYyBggAEB4QFjIGCAAQHhAWMgYIABAeEBYyBggAEB4QFjIFCAAQhgM6CggAEEcQ1gQQsAM6BAgAEEM6BQgAEJECOggIABCABBCxAzoLCC4QgAQQsQMQgwE6CwguEIAEEMcBEK8BOggIABCxAxCDAToFCC4QgAQ6BwgAELEDEEM6BAgAEA1KBAhBGABKBAhGGABQyAdYrYcBYNOVAWgCcAF4AIAB2QGIAYI1kgEGOC4zOC40mAEAoAEByAEIwAEB&sclient=gws-wiz&safe=active&ssui=on
https://www.google.com/search?q=why+is+slime+stretchy&rlz=1C5GCEM_enUS1021&ei=ytMQY9eUJtigkPIPz7GliAg&oq=why+is+slime+stretchy&gs_lcp=Cgdnd3Mtd2l6EAEYADIFCAAQgAQyBggAEB4QFjIGCAAQHhAWMgYIABAeEBYyBggAEB4QFjIGCAAQHhAWMgYIABAeEBYyBggAEB4QFjIFCAAQhgM6CggAEEcQ1gQQsAM6BAgAEEM6BQgAEJECOggIABCABBCxAzoLCC4QgAQQsQMQgwE6CwguEIAEEMcBEK8BOggIABCxAxCDAToFCC4QgAQ6BwgAELEDEEM6BAgAEA1KBAhBGABKBAhGGABQyAdYrYcBYNOVAWgCcAF4AIAB2QGIAYI1kgEGOC4zOC40mAEAoAEByAEIwAEB&sclient=gws-wiz&safe=active&ssui=on
https://www.google.com/search?q=why+is+slime+stretchy&rlz=1C5GCEM_enUS1021&ei=ytMQY9eUJtigkPIPz7GliAg&oq=why+is+slime+stretchy&gs_lcp=Cgdnd3Mtd2l6EAEYADIFCAAQgAQyBggAEB4QFjIGCAAQHhAWMgYIABAeEBYyBggAEB4QFjIGCAAQHhAWMgYIABAeEBYyBggAEB4QFjIFCAAQhgM6CggAEEcQ1gQQsAM6BAgAEEM6BQgAEJECOggIABCABBCxAzoLCC4QgAQQsQMQgwE6CwguEIAEEMcBEK8BOggIABCxAxCDAToFCC4QgAQ6BwgAELEDEEM6BAgAEA1KBAhBGABKBAhGGABQyAdYrYcBYNOVAWgCcAF4AIAB2QGIAYI1kgEGOC4zOC40mAEAoAEByAEIwAEB&sclient=gws-wiz&safe=active&ssui=on


Hypothesis
If I add more pumps of lotion to the slime
Then the slime will be more stretchy
Because I thought that adding more lotion to slime makes slime very 
stretchy.



My Experiment Materials
Materials:

● Elmers Magical Liquid Slime solution 
(8.75 fl oz)

● Elmer's White School Glue (36 
ounces) 

● Spoon
● 4 clean medium sized  bowls
● Dove Lotion
● Any color of food coloring
● Recording sheet



Procedures:
Step 1: Take four clean bowls  and set them  on a flat surface.

Step 2: Pour 8 ounces of elmer’s school glue in each bowl.

Step 3: Pour 2 ounces of Elmer's Magical Liquid Slime solution into each bowl.

Step 4: Pump  in 2 pumps of lotion in the first bowl, and in the second bowl pump 4 pumps of lotion, then 
pump 6 pumps of lotion in the third bowl, and last but not least, pump 8 pumps of lotion in the fourth bowl.

Step 5: Mix the ingredients with a spoon thoroughly until the slime is stretchy.

Step 6: Finally stretch the 4 slimes one by one keeping the slimes that are not being measured in a plate 
for now, then have a partner stretch the slime with you. One person holding one side of the slime and the 
same for the other person. Stretch the slime as far as you can until it is only one inch wide. Once it is one 
inch wide, put the slime on the floor and measure it using a measuring tape. Do the same to all of the 
other slimes.



Observations Trial One:
Date: 10/18/22

Time:  7:30 pm

Quantitative: The control slime was the least stretchiest and the 4 pumps of lotion slime
was the second most stiff slime, and the 6 pumps of lotion  is the second stretchiest, last but
not least, the first stretchy slime was the 8 pumps of lotion slime which also was the gooiest
and stickiest slime of all.

Qualitative: The slime with 2 pumps of lotion (Control) was stiff and definitely still not 
stretchy enough to stay in one piece during the 1st trial and was the least stretchiest. The 
slime with 4 pumps of lotion is still stiff but surprisingly was the slime that stretched the 
furthest of all! The slime with 6 pumps of lotion came in 2nd place for being the furthest 
stretched, and last but not least, the slime with 8 pumps of lotion came in 3rd place for the 
most stretchiest slime.



Observations Trial two:
Date: 10/18/22

Time: 8:00 pm

Quantitative: Control (2 pumps of lotion) was the least stretchy 
of all the slimes. 4 pumps of lotion was the 2nd least stretchy of all 
the slimes. 6 pumps of lotion was the 2nd most streachy of all of 
the slimes. 8 pumps of lotion was the stretchiest slime of all.

Qualitative: Control (2 pumps of lotion) broke 3 times while 
trying to stretch it, and it felt stiffer than the rest. It was the least 
stretchy of all the slimes. The slime with 4 pumps of lotion felt less 
stiff but still not stretchy enough to stay in one piece during the 
2nd trial.  6 pumps of lotion was very stretchy but not as stretchy 
as the 8 pumps of lotion slime.



Trial one Trial two Average

Control (2 pumps of 
lotion)

8’7’’ 2’10’’ 5’4’’

4 pumps of lotion 12’0’’ 6’8’’ 9’4’’

6 pumps of lotion 11’4’’ 9’10’’ 10’3’’

8 pumps of lotion 10’8’’ 11’9’’ 11’4’’

My Experiment (Recording sheet)



Results
My results were interesting. The more 
pumps of lotion I put, the stretchier it 
got!
I noticed that the slime got softer as I 
added more and more slime.
When I put lotion in the slime 
ingredients, I felt that it became easier 
to stir.



Conclusion

Does adding more lotion make the slime stretchier? Yes, during my investigation, I 
found that as you add more lotion the slime will get stretchier. Before I conducted my 
experiment, I thought if I added more pumps of lotion, the slime would become more 
stretchy. After conducting my experiment, I realized that I was correct. 

It would be interesting to see if other ingredients had the same effect?


